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Abstract—Peripheral arterio-venous malformations
(pAVMs) are congenital vascular anomalies that require
treatment, due to their severe clinical consequences. The
complexity of lesions often leads to misdiagnosis and ill-
planned treatments. To improve disease management, we
developed a computational model to quantify the hemody-
namic effects of key angioarchitectural features of pAVMs.
Hemodynamic results were used to predict the transport of
contrast agent (CA), which allowed us to compare our
findings to digital subtraction angiography (DSA) recordings
of patients. The model is based on typical pAVM morpholo-
gies and a generic vessel network that represents realistic
vascular feeding and draining components related to lesions.
A lumped-parameter description of the vessel network was
employed to compute blood pressure and flow rates. CA-
transport was determined by coupling the model to a 1D
advection–diffusion equation. Results show that the extent of
hemodynamic effects of pAVMs, such as arterial steal and
venous hypertension, strongly depends on the lesion type and
its vascular architecture. Dimensions of shunting vessels
strongly influence hemodynamic parameters. Our results
underline the importance of the dynamics of CA-transport in
diagnostic DSA images. In this context, we identified a set of
temporal CA-transport parameters, which are indicative of
the presence and specific morphology of pAVMs.

Keywords—Lumped parameter model, Blood flow mod-

elling, Contrast agent transport, 1D advection–diffusion,

Yakes AVM classification, Vascular malformations.

ABBREVIATIONS

AVM Arterio-venous malformation
cAVM Cerebral arterio-venous malformation
pAVM Peripheral arterio-venous malformation
MR Magnetic resonance
DSA Digital subtraction angiography
CA Contrast agent
LPM Lumped parameter model
ATA Anterior tibial artery
PTA Posterior tibial artery
FbA Fibular artery
MDA Medial and dorsal arteries in the foot
DA Digital arteries in the foot
DV Digital veins in the foot
MDV Medial and dorsal veins in the foot
PTV Posterior tibial vein
ATV Anterior tibial vein
FbV Fibular vein
GSV Great saphenous vein
SSV Small saphenous vein
CO Cardiac output

INTRODUCTION

Congenital vascular malformations are localized
defects in embryonic vascular morphogenesis.4 Mal-
formations can affect the arterial, venous and lym-
phatic system, or they can represent a combination of
pathologies in between the systems. Arterio-venous
malformations (AVMs) are high-flow malformations
composed of an anomalous network of low-resistance
blood vessels that connects the arterial and venous
systems, bypassing the capillary bed.30 AVMs are
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categorized as orphan’s disease with a prevalence of
about three per 10,000 individuals2,34 and are one of
the most challenging vascular lesions to be diagnosed
and treated, since the small number of affected patients
leads to a lack of experience.38 AVMs can occur in any
part of the body, including the brain, lung,28 muscle
and bone.37 Cerebral AVMs (cAVMs) are associated
with epilepsy, neurological deficits, and most impor-
tantly, with a high risk of intracranial bleeding.19

Several studies used computational modelling to
investigate hemodynamic processes16,20 and treatment
effects26 or to assess the risk of intracranial hemor-
rhage caused by cAVM rupture,14,19 all with a strong
focus on angioarchitectures and treatment strategies
inherent to cAVMs.

Peripheral AVMs (pAVMs) are located outside of
the head, neck, and spine. pAVMs are rare but can be
or become large and extremely complex.37 They may
require extensive treatment due to their potentially
high impact on local tissue structures and the cardio-
vascular system.36 To our knowledge, little theoretical
research has been conducted to address the challenges
faced by clinicians in characterizing and treating
pAVMs.

Clinical effects are arterial steal and venous hyper-
tension, both induced by a reduced flow resistance of
pAVMs, which are competing for blood flow with the
capillary bed. These effects lead to reduced perfusion
within parallel capillary beds and impaired venous
drainage from surrounding tissues, since capillary
outflow veins encounter arterialized veins with abnor-
mally elevated blood pressure. In severe cases, AVMs
can lead to high-output cardiac failure36 due to rele-
vant arterio-venous shunting. Diagnosis is based on
clinical findings, duplex ultrasound, non-invasive
magnetic resonance (MR) imaging, and minimally-in-
vasive intra-arterial digital subtraction angiography
(DSA).25 There is limited quantitative information on
blood flow rates and pressure for individual pAVMs,
although hemodynamic characteristics are important
for prognosis.

The complexity of lesions often leads to ill-planned
treatments and high complication rates, especially
when performed by inexperienced physicians.38 The
Yakes classification system36,38 (Fig. 1) has been pro-
posed to systematically determine appropriate pAVM
management based on the lesion angioarchitecture.
Although this classification is straightforward, it is a
simplification of a complex hemodynamic pathology.
As various types of AVMs go along with dedicated
hemodynamic changes, a precise determination of
these changes may ease classification and thereby
treatment decisions if applicable on routine diagnostic
tools.

We propose a computational model to identify and
quantify hemodynamic effects of key angioarchitectural
features of different pAVM types. Additionally, we aim
at identifying diagnostic parameters indicative of the
presence and type of pAVM. This set of diagnostic
parameters shall be measurable with existing diagnostic
modalities (e.g., MR, DSA) to establish a link between
pAVM morphology, its hemodynamic consequences,
and their manifestation in diagnostic images. Our model
shall improve disease identification, classification, and
therefore treatment selection and safety. It is a first step
towards a clinical tool that may also support the edu-
cation of medical practitioners and advance the pre-
vailing experience-based diagnostic approach to a more
deliberate, quantitative diagnostic procedure.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The main elements of our model are depicted in
Fig. 2 and introduced in the following sections. The
computational model is based on a set of generic
pAVM models (pAVM prototypes) and patient-speci-
fic pAVM models. The corresponding morphologic
and mechanical properties are obtained from literature
and MR-recordings of affected patients. Based on
these vascular network models, the physics of blood
flow is described with a lumped parameter model,
while contrast agent (CA)-transport (substance trans-
port) is modelled by solving the 1D advection–diffu-
sion equation. With this, a hemodynamic
characterization of different pAVM morphologies and
their influence on CA-dynamics is obtained. The re-
sults are compared to diagnostic DSA recordings to
identify diagnostic parameters, which allow determin-
ing the presence and specific type of pAVM.

Blood Flow Model

A lumped parameter model (LPM)11 is used to
study the global dynamics in a vascular network,9

where this network is divided into individual vessel
compartments (lumped elements) considered as
homogeneous units to compute spatially averaged
blood pressures p and flow rates Q. This approach
allows for fast computations also for patient-specific
models involving complex pAVM networks.

A lumped T-network (Fig. 3a) is employed as a
model for each vascular compartment,

@pm
@t

¼ 1

C
ðQ0 �Q1Þ ð1Þ

@Q0

@t
¼ 2

L
ðp0 � pmÞ �

R

L
Q0 ð2Þ
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¼ 2

L
ðpm � p1Þ �

R

L
Q1 ð3Þ

The parameters R, L, and C represent the local
resistance to the flow due to fluid viscosity, the fluid
inertia, and the vessel compliance, respectively; Q0, Q1,
p0, and p1 are the flow rates and pressures at the end-
nodes; pm represents the pressure at the intermediate
point m of the T-network. For a parabolic velocity
profile in compartments of constant circular cross-
section, the values for R, L, and C are constant in time
and depend only on vessel geometry (length l and
radius r), fluid properties (kinematic viscosity m and
density q of blood) and vessel distensibility D.

R ¼ 8qml
pr4

ð4Þ

L ¼ ql
pr2

ð5Þ

C ¼ Dpr2l ð6Þ

The ordinary differential equations (Eqs. (1)–(3))
for each compartment are coupled to the neighboring
compartments by enforcing conservation of mass and
continuity of pressure,11 which results in a large system
of equations.

We use the Crank–Nicolson scheme7 for numerical
integration in time to ensure numerical stability de-
spite the wide range of parameter (R, L, and C)
scales. Numerical accuracy has been ensured with a
convergence study. The resulting linear system of
equations is solved directly using LU-decomposi-
tion.17

FIGURE 1. Yakes AVM classification system.36
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FIGURE 2. Modelling concept and workflow of the computational study.
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Prototype Vascular Network Models

A LPM for the vasculature of the lower leg and
foot1,29 aims at representing realistic vascular compo-
nents surrounding a lesion, including feeding arteries,
draining veins, and a parallel microcirculation. The
model comprises two types of lumped elements: (i)
large and smaller pre-arteriolar and post-venular

arteries and veins and (ii) vessels pertaining to the
microcirculation (Fig. 3c).

For the first type, values for R, L, and C are based
on geometric and mechanical properties from litera-
ture.3,5,11,13,24,27,29,31,33 For the microcirculation, a full
description of the microvascular network would lead
to prohibitively high computational costs. A strongly
simplified model is obtained by lumping bundles of
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FIGURE 3. (a) Analogous electrical network representing one lumped element. R: resistance, L: inertiance, C: compliance.11 (b)
Adapted circulation model obtained from Ottesen et al.27 (with elements A0–A2l/b: large to small arteries, Cl/b: capillaries, V0–V2l/b:
large to small veins, LL: lower leg and foot vasculature). (c) LPM for the vasculature of the lower leg and foot (ATA/PTA and ATV/
PTV: anterior/posterior tibial artery and vein, FbA/FbV: fibular artery/vein, MDA/MDV: medial and dorsal arteries/veins, DA/DV:
digital arteries/veins and GSV/SSV: great/small saphenous vein) for baseline conditions and with pAVMs of types I, IIIa and IIIb.
Black arrows indicate the principal direction of blood flow.
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arterioles, capillaries, and venules into compartments.
Values for R, L, and C were obtained from a lumped
human circulation model27 and scaled such that the
resulting steady-state flow rate entering the lower leg
corresponds to 25% of the flow entering the extrem-
ity,22,23 which comprises around 8% of the cardiac
output (CO) in healthy subjects.8

At the level of the capillary bed, all open ends of
arterioles and venules are connected via lumped ele-
ments with a central node (star network topology). The
parameters Rc,j and Cc,j for each element j are obtained
by evenly distributing the scaled capillary parameters
from Ottesen et al.27

Rc;j ¼ Rcfð1� fÞN ð7Þ

Cc;j ¼
Cc

N
ð8Þ

where Rc/Cc is the total capillary resistance/compliance
in the lower leg27 and f is the proportion of arterial
capillary elements with respect to the total number of
capillary elements N.

Abnormal connections between arteries and veins in
the foot are added corresponding to type I and type
IIIa/b pAVMs (Figs. 1 and 3c).36,38 Dimensions and
material properties of pAVM segments are chosen
according to Yakes et al.,36,38 average values of the
reported vessel types3,11,13 and measurements in diag-
nostic MR images.

In the following numerical experiments, the diame-
ters of type I shunts and the aneurysmal vein of type
IIIa/b pAVMs are varied within dshunt = 0.1–5 mm
and daneurysm = 2–20 mm. The distensibilities of the
type I shunt Dshunt (Pa

21) and of the aneurysmal vein
of type IIIa/b pAVMs Daneurysm (Pa21) are modified
from typical arterial values13 to values beyond venous
distensibilities.3

The presented LPM is embedded in a circulation
model of the whole body27 (Fig. 3b) by connecting
nodes A1–A3 and V1–V5 in Fig. 3c to large arteries and
veins of the circulation model. Our circulation model is
partitioned into two parallel branches, representing the
vessels in one leg (subscript l) and the rest of the cir-
culation (subscript b).

A detailed list of employed dimensions and material
properties can be found in the electronic supplemen-
tary material.

Aortic pressure waveforms are obtained from
Goldberger et al.15 and Saeed et al.32 At the right at-
rium, a fixed pressure level of pRA = 5 mmHg12 is
imposed.

Patient-Specific Vascular Network Model

Besides the networks shown in Fig. 3c, we also
study an exemplary patient-specific pAVMmodel from
an AVM registry (Division of Angiology, University
Hospital Bern). The AVM registry is approved by the
Ethics Committee of the Canton of Bern in Switzer-
land and patients signed a written informed consent.
The spatial graph used to establish the LPM is
obtained by semi-automatic segmentation and skele-
tonization (Amira 5.4.4., FEI Software, Hillsboro,
Oregon, USA) of time-resolved subtraction gradient
echo MR instances of the lesions. For simplicity,
mechanical properties of these vessels are assumed to
be constant with a distensibility of D = 1025 Pa21.13

Substance Transport Model

CA-transport is modelled by a one-dimensional
advection–diffusion equation11

@c

@t
þ uðx; tÞ @c

@x
¼ DDiff

@2c

@x2
ð9Þ

with interpolated blood flow velocities u(x,t) from the
LPM network as advection velocities to compute the
CA concentration c(x,t). We use a constant diffusion

coefficient DDiffCA;Blood
¼ 5� 10�9 m2=s for binary

molecular diffusion of CA in blood.21

CA-transport through the microvasculature was not
considered, since strong dispersion in the capillary bed
arising from the wide variety of path lengths, results in
effectively vanishing fluoroscopic venous CA-signals.

Nodes A1–A3 in Fig. 3c are chosen as CA injection
sites, where a step function is applied as injection
protocol. Venous outlet boundary nodes (V1–V5 in
Fig. 3c) and arterial ends draining into the capillary
bed are provided with convective outflow conditions.

Time integration of Eq. (9) is performed with a
third-order, low-storage Runge–Kutta scheme.35 The
spatial derivative in the advection term is discretized
with a first-order upwind finite difference scheme and
the diffusion term with second-order central differ-
ences.6

Data Analysis and Diagnostic Parameters

For the hemodynamic analysis, volumetric flow
rates and blood pressures are averaged over one car-
diac cycle (Qmean (ml/s) and Pmean (mmHg)). We define
the pulsatility index PPI (-) as the root-mean-square of
the pressure fluctuations divided by the average pres-
sure
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PPI ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1
Nt

PNt

n¼0 pðnÞ � Pmeanð Þ2
q

Pmean
ð10Þ

where Nt is the number of time steps in one cardiac
cycle and p(n) the blood pressure at time t(n).

We characterize the CA-transport by determining the
time of CA-arrival since injection start and the rate of
increase (slope) of CA concentration upon arrival (cf.
Figs. 5a and 5b) in our computational models and in
diagnostic DSA recordings of exemplary pAVM cases.

The time of CA-arrival CAToA (s) is the elapsed time
between injection start and the instant when 10% of
the local peak concentration value CAmax (-) is
reached. The slope CAs (s

21) is defined as the maxi-
mum time derivative of c(x,t) (-) upon CA-arrival. To
eliminate the effect of CA dilution at converging
branching points, we also compute the ‘‘dilution-free’’
slope CAs;disp ¼ CAs=CAmax (s21). These values are

determined at the nodes of computational models and
on a pixel-by-pixel basis in DSA images.

RESULTS

Hemodynamic Characterization

Hemodynamic parameters of the baseline prototype
without pAVM are shown in Fig. 4 for dshunt = 0 mm.
The baseline flow in a single artery below the knee
(ATA, FbA, PTA) is 0.46 ml/s and baseline flow in a
single large vein (ATV, PTV, GSV, SSV, FbV) of the
lower leg is 0.27 ml/s. Arterial pressures are 70–
80 mmHg, drop to 9–12 mmHg in the arterioles and
the capillary bed and reach 7–8 mmHg in large veins in
the lower leg. The baseline CO is 3.5 l/min with a
systolic/diastolic pressure of 117/74 mmHg at the level
of the ascending aorta. Total leg perfusion amounts to
0.27 l/min or 8% of CO.

Type I pAVM

Hemodynamic changes for a type I pAVM are de-
picted in the first column of Fig. 4 in function of dshunt.
A small shunt (dshunt = 0.1 mm) has negligible effects
on the surrounding vasculature. Increasing dshunt re-
sults in increased arterial flow (up to seven-fold), an
elevation of CO to 3.61 l/min and a reduced perfusion
of distal vessels (arterial steal phenomenon). For
dshunt ‡ 5 mm there remains nearly no arterial flow
distal to the shunt.

Pressures in the arterial system are reduced with
increasing dshunt, while pressure in the venous system is
increased.

Small veins returning from the microcirculation
encounter elevated pressures resulting in impaired

draining of the capillary bed, which is manifested in
reduced Qmean at the location Vsmall (Fig. 4, top left).
For larger shunts (dshunt ‡ 2 mm), Pmean in small veins
surpasses the pressure in capillaries resulting in retro-
grade flow.

In general, the shunt reduces the pulsatility of the
local arterial pressure. The greatest effect, however, is
obtained on the venous side where pulsatility becomes
significant for larger shunts (dshunt> 1 mm).

Type III pAVM

Hemodynamic parameters for type IIIa pAVMs are
shown in the second column of Fig. 4 in function of
the aneurysm size daneurysm. The shunt causes increased
arterial and venous flow rates in vessels proximal to the
lesion and decreased flow rates in distal vessels. The
increased demand for blood is distributed over two
feeding arteries resulting in a four-fold increase in flow
rate in each feeder for daneurysm> 5 mm, a ten-fold
elevation of flow rates in the single draining vein and a
concurrent CO increase to 3.6 l/min. Distal perfusion
is halved and capillary drainage is impaired and dis-
appears for daneurysm> 2 mm.

Arterial pressures drop by 5–9 mmHg and increase
by 22–24 mmHg in the venous system for increasing
daneurysm. Flow reversal in small veins and venules is a
direct consequence of the elevation of venous pressure
above capillary levels.

Interestingly, a significant dependence of Qmean and
Pmean on daneurysm is only observed for
daneurysm< 5 mm. Increasing daneurysm beyond 5 mm
leaves these quantities nearly unchanged.

PPI is mostly affected in venous compartments,
where it increases strongly for daneurysm< 5 mm. Fur-
ther increase of daneurysm leads to a drop in PPI nearly
back to the baseline conditions.

Type IIIb pAVM

The behavior of the type IIIb pAVM (third column
of Fig. 4) is similar to the type IIIa lesion. The main
differences lie in the flow rates in the multiple draining
veins: while we observe a ten-fold increase in Qmean in
the single draining vein for a type IIIa, this effect is less
prominent for a type IIIb lesion, where only a five-fold
increase is observed. In contrast to type IIIa, the
pressure in small veins remains below capillary pres-
sure levels for all daneurysm such that capillary drainage
is preserved.

CA-Transport in pAVM Prototypes

Figures 5a and 5b illustrate the CA-transport for a
type I pAVM with dshunt = 0.5 mm and for a type IIIb
pAVM with daneurysm = 15 mm. Values are sampled

FREY et al.



close to the injection site at Alarge and at the arterial
and venous ends of the lesion (Alesion and Vlesion).
Figure 5c summarizes the advective and the dispersive
character of different pAVM configurations. To this
end, the transit time CAtransit ¼ CAToAðVlesionÞ�
CAToAðAlesionÞ; which is required for CA to pass
through the lesions, is plotted against the relative
change of CAs,disp across the lesion, computed as

CA
V=A
s;disp ¼ CAs;dispðVlesionÞ=CAs;dispðAlesionÞ:
Type I pAVMs exhibit significant CA concentration

also on the venous side (which does not contain any
CA in the non-pathological baseline model). CA-rich
blood at the venous endpoint of the malformation is
diluted with CA-free blood returning from the micro-

circulation, such that CAmax drops to 20% and CAs is
reduced by 85%. However, CAs;dispðVlesionÞ remains at

a similar level as CAs;dispðAlesionÞ: Figure 5c shows that

type I exhibits a nearly size-independent, non-disper-
sive and fast shunting behavior for 0:5<dshunt<4 mm:
For smaller diameters, CAtransit increases because of
very low shunting flow rates. If dshunt exceeds the
diameter of adjacent systemic veins, a decrease of

CA
V=A
s;disp is observed.

Types IIIa/b (Fig. 5b) exhibit a completely different
transport behavior in the venous compartments:
CAs;dispðVlesionÞ is reduced by more than 80% com-

pared to CAs;dispðAlesionÞ: Direct comparison of type

IIIa/b pAVMs with different daneurysm and Daneurysm

FIGURE 4. Qmean (top row), Pmean (middle row) and PPI (bottom row) in representative systemic vessels (points Alarge, Asmall, C,
Vsmall, and Vlarge in Fig. 3c and AVshunt representing the total shunt flow) for type I (first column), type IIIa (second column), and
type IIIb (third column) prototype pAVMs for different dshunt and daneurysm.
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(Fig. 5c) shows that larger aneurysms result in a

gradual reduction of CA
V=A
s;disp and a concurrent increase

in CA transit time.
For all pAVM types, varying the distensibility

(while keeping the characteristic shunt diameter con-
stant) does not affect CAtransit, but it results in minor

alterations of CA
V=A
s;disp (Fig. 5c).

In summary, our results show that CAtransit tends to

be larger and CA
V=A
s;disp is smaller for types IIIa/b than

for type I. Type IIIa and type IIIb prototypes do not
exhibit major differences, except for a small shift in
size-dependence.

CA-Transport in Patient-Specific Models and
Diagnostic DSA

A similar analysis is performed for diagnostic DSA
recordings. Normalized dispersive slopes, CAnorm

s;disp (-),

and normalized times of arrival, CAnorm
ToA (-), are shown

for an exemplary type I (Fig. 6) and type IIIb (Fig. 7)
case. At each pixel, CAs;disp is normalized with the

maximum of CAs;disp over all frames. The values for

CAToA are normalized with the total turnover time of
CA in the considered sequence, defined as the time
elapsed between injection start and the last 10%-CA-
signal detection.

The results for type I show rapid CA-transport with
nearly unchanged CAnorm

s;disp (Fig. 6a). The correspond-

ing histogram (Fig. 6b) shows an accumulation of
CAnorm

s;disp towards large values close to CAnorm
s;disp at the

arterial injection site. The histogram for CAnorm
ToA

(Fig. 6d) has a peak at small times of arrival. The
corresponding image colored with CAnorm

ToA (Fig. 6c)

shows that this peak represents the fast CA-transport
within the artery and the nearly immediately following
arrival of CA in the venous system.

Type IIIb (Fig. 7) shows an entirely different
shunting behavior: the histogram of CAnorm

s;disp (Fig. 7b)

is broader and rather skewed to the right with a mean
value far below the maximum arterial CAnorm

s;disp: The

histogram for CAnorm
ToA (Fig. 7d) is characterized by: (i)

an early sharp peak at CAnorm
ToA � 0:1 corresponding to

fast CA-transport within the arterial system, (ii) the
fast collection of CA within the aneurysmal vein
resulting in the local minimum at CAnorm

ToA � 0:2 , and

(iii) a broader peak at CAnorm
ToA � 0:6 corresponding to a

delayed distribution of CA into a large number of
interconnected veins before being collected in large
systemic veins (Fig. 7c).

Finally, we show our results for the patient-specific
computational model (Fig. 8) corresponding to the
type IIIb pAVM shown above. The diagnostic
parameters are sampled at each node of the model. The
resulting frequencies of the histogram bins are weigh-
ted with the sum of the axial cross-sectional areas of
the associated blood vessel segments to obtain a spatial
frequency measure proportional to the pixel-based

CAToA

CAs disp,

CAs

CAmax

advection
*

*

**

dilution**

***

*** dispersion

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 5. Temporal evolution of CA concentration at points Alarge, Alesion, and Vlesion for (a): Type I (dshunt 5 0.5 mm) and (b)
Type IIIb (daneurysm 5 15 mm) pAVMs. (c) Summary of CA-transport behavior over pAVM vessels for type I (blue), type IIIa (black),
and type IIIb (grey) pAVM prototypes characterized by the relative change of slope CA

V=A
s;disp ¼ CAs;dispðVlesionÞ=CAs;dispðAlesionÞ and

the transit time CAtransit ¼ CAToA Vlesionð Þ � CAToAðAlesionÞ for different characteristic shunt diameters d and distensibilities D (the
marker size scales with the parameter ranges).
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analysis of diagnostic DSA recordings. The weighted
histograms for CAnorm

s;disp (Fig. 8a) and CAnorm
ToA (Fig. 8b)

show similar relative characteristics as the histograms
in Figs. 7b and 7d, except for a more dispersive
behavior evident in the lower CAnorm

s;disp values and for a

less prominent initial peak relative to the second
maximum in CAnorm

ToA :

DISCUSSION

Hemodynamic Parameters in the Baseline Model

The baseline LPM with the circulation model was
designed to represent a realistic vascular environment
for pAVMs. Pressure levels in the arterial segments
and in venules and small/large veins of the baseline
LPM attain values conforming with average values
reported in literature.27 In-vivo flow rate values in the
main vessels of the lower leg are only scarcely docu-
mented. According to Doppler ultrasound measure-

ments reported in Kalayci et al.,24 flow rates in a tibial
artery are in the range 0.3–0.4 ml/s and around 0.2 ml/
s in the tibial veins, which is in good accordance with
the flow rates of our baseline LPM (Fig. 4).

Hemodynamic Parameters in Type I pAVMs

The results show that type I pAVMs can have a
significant impact on local vessel perfusion (Fig. 4).
Ischemic tissue lesions are a clinical consequence of
this pAVM type and are assumed to be caused by
arterial steal.30 Our model suggests that this effect is
not only due to the preference of blood to follow the
path of lowest resistance, but also due to the increase
in venous pressure, which can ultimately suppress any
kind of distal arterial forward flow. The biological
response to the increase in venous pressure and the
collateral increase in venous pulsatility can be an
enlargement, thickening, and stiffening of veins, which
is often observed in pAVM patients.18 Our model
shows that the extent of this phenomenon strongly
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FIGURE 6. Spatial distribution of CAnorm
s;disp (a) and CAnorm

ToA (c) and histogram representation of CAnorm
s;disp (b) and CAnorm

ToA (d) for a type I
lesion.
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ToA (d) for a type
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FIGURE 8. Weighted histograms for CAnorm
s;disp (a) and CAnorm

ToA (b) for the patient-specific type IIIb model.
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depends on the size (dshunt) of the shunting vessel: the
larger the shunt, the higher the reduction of distal
perfusion. If dshunt is comparable to the surrounding
systemic arteries, distal perfusion cannot be main-
tained. For even larger shunt diameters, the altered
hemodynamic environment can cause retrograde flow
in distal veins.

Increased pulsatility in the venous system is a con-
sequence of a lack of compliance capacity in the shunt.
Interestingly, even increasing the distensibility of the
shunting vessel far above physiological venous values
is not sufficient to compensate for this lack of Wind-
kessel-effect (cf. electronic supplementary material).

Hemodynamic Parameters in Type IIIa/b pAVMs

To analyze the impact of different manifestations of
type IIIa pAVMs the aneurysm size, daneurysm, and dis-
tensibility, Daneurysm, are varied, because the aneurysm
in the type III pAVM may be prone to growth and
structural weakness. Interestingly, the hemodynamic
parameters depend on daneurysm only up to
daneurysm � 5 mm. At this point, the connecting vein
exceeds the typical diameter of systemic veins and no
further aggravation of the hemodynamic consequences
is observable. The origin of this limiting behavior is that
a large aneurysm contributes only little to the overall
flow resistance of the lesion (compared to small arteries
and arterioles draining into the aneurysmal vein). Thus,
further increase of daneurysm does not cause significant
change in pressures or flow rates.Moreover, the relation
betweenPPI and daneurysm suggests that large aneurysmal
veins (daneurysm ‡ 5 mm) compensate for the lack of
Windkessel-effect observed in type I lesions.

This suggests that an aneurysmatic enlargement of
the draining vein could be driven by a vicious cycle of
increasing flow and pressure levels and high pressure
pulsatility. Once enlarged to a certain diameter, flow,
and pressure stop increasing and pressure pulsatility
decreases again such that the cycle is broken.

The similarity between the effects of type IIIa and
IIIb pAVMs is expected, due to their resembling
morphology. The observation that type IIIa pAVMs
are more prone to exhibit lack of capillary drainage
than type IIIb (cf. Fig. 4) is the only significant
hemodynamic difference. Their separate classification
is rather a consequence of technical and clinical as-
pects, such as the access for treatment, than due to
their hemodynamic behavior.

CA-Transport

The influence of the shunt morphology on primary
hemodynamic parameters (e.g. pressure and flow) is
essential to characterize the lesions and identify opti-

mal treatment strategies (with respect to safety and
efficacy). However, this influence is difficult to assess
clinically. Therefore, this study focuses on parameters
that can be obtained from diagnostic images, such as
the rate of CA increase and the time of arrival of CA.

Results in Fig. 5 suggest that CAs;disp and CAToA

show great potential in providing information to dif-
ferentiate pAVM morphologies and sizes. Our type I
prototype pAVM is characterized by a non-dispersive
behavior, i.e., CAs;disp is only little affected by the

malformation and remains at a similar level as CA
passes from the arterial to the venous system. Type III
malformations can be distinguished from type I le-
sions, due to their dispersivity. In both cases, the dis-
persive behavior is enhanced when the connecting vein
is enlarged beyond systemic venous diameters. Since
flow rates in type III malformations exhibit a limited
dependence on the aneurysm size, large aneurysms can
cause a drastic reduction in local flow velocity and a
size-dependent increase in CAtransit. On the other hand,
type I malformations exhibit relatively low CAtransit,
independent of dshunt.

Based on these observations, a similar separation of
different pAVM types and sizes was targeted in diag-
nostic DSA recordings (Fig. 6 for type I and Fig. 7 for
type IIIb).

Again, the distribution of CAnorm
s;disp is a distinctive

indicator for the dispersivity of the lesion. The accu-
mulation of values towards large slopes and the left-
skewed shape of the histogram of the type I malfor-
mation suggests that CA is shunted through one vessel.
Malformations with a more dispersive behavior (type
III), where CA is first distributed and then collected in
smaller vessels before re-entering systemic veins, ex-
hibit smaller global mean CAnorm

s;disp values with a right-

skewed distribution.
The distribution of CAnorm

ToA provides further cues for
the specific pAVM type. For direct shunts in large
vessels (type I), CAnorm

ToA values on the venous side are

only slightly larger than arterial values, resulting in a
single peak in the histogram at low values. For a type
IIIb malformation, CA is first distributed in the arte-
rial feeders (first, sharp peak), then collected in a single
shunting aneurysm (local minimum) and distributed
into a large number of draining veins (second peak).
The large width of the second peak indicates a highly
dispersive venous phase, characteristic for type IIIb
morphologies, which contain multiple draining veins.
Therefore, the number and the width of the peaks in
CAnorm

ToA histograms can serve as a further diagnostic

marker of the pAVM type.
The consistency between in vivo observations and

computational results introduces the possibility of
employing morphological MR data to estimate CA-
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transport and the corresponding parameters CAnorm
s;disp

and CAnorm
ToA computationally and without the need for

minimally-invasive DSA sequences. Further research
and validation steps are required to establish a patient-
specific computational angiography tool that can re-
place the current fluoroscopic modality in the process
of determining the presented diagnostic parameters.
Alternatively, non-invasive and contrast-free angiog-
raphy modalities (e.g. dynamic tagging MR-angiogra-
phy10) may serve as a basis to determine diagnostic
parameters, thereby minimizing the risks of the diag-
nostic intervention.

Summary

In summary, we have introduced a set of compu-
tational methods and prototype pAVM models that
allow determining the hemodynamic consequences of
different shunt morphologies on surrounding vascular
components. A thorough characterization of type I
and type IIIa/b lesions has been presented and brought
into context with clinical observations. The analysis of
CA-transport through different malformation types
revealed a set of diagnostic parameters that show great
potential in allowing an automated classification and
characterization of pAVMs. To fully establish and
confirm the potential of this novel diagnostic proce-
dure, further research, validation and analysis of dif-
ferent manifestations of pAVMs has to be performed.
In the future, the proposed methods can promote the
development and refinement of diagnosis and treat-
ment strategies, reduce complication rates and the
number of misdiagnosed cases and may allow the
identification of yet unknown malformation types.
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